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Hi, I've just added a plugin to open the.max file from HSPICE by clicking on a button in the Pspice GUI. I've added a.hdl file with a
C compiler command line as well. My documentation is at https://github.com/ffd-test/hspice-plugin-max2pspice . Since the prior
version of PSPICE (PSPICE8.6) uses a display in which each vertical column of cells is of equal width, one can zoom in on a region

of interest simply by turning on a display range for the columns of interest and collapsing/expanding the column to make the
desired region more or less visible. In this version, however, instead of having the columns all roughly of equal width, we first
make the display size so small that all cells are shown in the screen. Only then do we turn on the range we wish to display,

increase that range until the desired number of cells can be shown, then set the range of those cells so that the whole range can
be seen. To do this, click on Zoom on the Display menu and then click on Zoom (Fig. 1C). In this case, we zoomed in so that we

could see the response of the cells labeled "E1", "B1", "C1" etc. Since the cells were different sizes, we used the window tool
(Windows) to move all the cells around to be shown right in the center. After we were satisfied with the position, we started the
SPICE simulation, and then zoomed out so that we could see the whole cell. In order to reduce the number of windows open in

order to view the 5 cells with the appropriate V-markers, we chose the Variables menu, click on Apply, and click on Hide
Variables (Fig. 1D). Next we clicked on Varities and Apply to create the appropriate V-markers on the cells (Fig. 1E). After we
were satisfied with the number of V-markers, we started the SPICE program, and in order to reduce the number of windows

open, we chose the Variables menu, clicked Apply, and clicked on Hide Variables (Fig. 1F). Once the cell responses were shown
on the computer screen, we used the Variables menu, click on Apply and click on Hide Variables to remove all our markers (Fig.
1G). Now we wanted to examine the same cells but with the V-markers using SPICE models. To do that, we opened the Display

menu and in the upper right corner clicked on On/Off V-models. We then clicked on Apply (Fig. 1H). Next we clicked on Variables
and Apply (Fig. 1I). Finally, we started the SPICE simulation, pressing
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Micro-Cap 10, 11, and 12 are now free and require no key. You can download the full CD or the executable only. Full CD: Use this
option if you are new to Micro-Cap or want a fresh install. Download the CD and unzip it into a separate folder. Execute the

setup.exe program to install the entire program including libraries, sample circuits, and manuals. Make sure you install to a non-
write-protected folder. Note that Windows Program Files is a write-protected folder, so install somewhere else. Executable only:
Use this option if you want to retain your old library edits. Download the ZIP file and copy all its files into your current Micro-Cap
folder, replacing the old.EXE and.DLL files. This option is also available from within Micro-Cap at Help menu / Check for Updates.
Older versions of Micro-Cap (MC5 through MC9) downloads are available but still require a key. From here: Micro-Cap 10, 11, and
12 are now free and require no key. You can download the full CD or the executable only. Full CD: Use this option if you are new

to Micro-Cap or want a fresh install. Download the CD and unzip it into a separate folder. Execute the setup.exe program to
install the entire program including libraries, sample circuits, and manuals. Make sure you install to a non-write-protected folder.

Note that Windows Program Files is a write-protected folder, so install somewhere else. Executable only: Use this option if you
want to retain your old library edits. Download the ZIP file and copy all its files into your current Micro-Cap folder, replacing the
old.EXE and.DLL files. This option is also available from within Micro-Cap at Help menu / Check for Updates. Older versions of

Micro-Cap (MC5 through MC9) downloads are available but still require a key. 5ec8ef588b
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